For Immediate Release
Portland OR, November 24, 2021 -- Bradley Angle, a multi-faceted domestic violence agency,
announced that it is now able to accept cryptocurrency donations
Bradley Angle opened its domestic violence shelter in 1975, becoming one of just a handful in
the country and the first on the West Coast. While 75% of Bradley Angle’s budget comes from
government funding, it needs to raise the rest from private foundations, businesses, and
individuals. Now, it can accept cryptocurrency to fill this funding gap.
Cryptocurrency is rapidly growing in both its utility and as an investment. “The increase in
crypto valuations and its adoption among the Millennial and Gen-Z crowds are some of the
reasons for us to accept gifts in crypto,” said Executive Director Bri Condon. The IRS classifies
cryptocurrency as a property asset for tax purposes. That means that crypto gains are taxed
similarly to stocks or other investments. Donating appreciated cryptocurrency to a charity can
partially offset or even eliminate capital gains taxes. Potential donors should of course consult
their tax advisors to understand their unique situation.
“We want to make it simple and safe for donors to give crypto, so we partnered with The Giving
Block,” added Development Director Marina Bhargava. The Giving Block is the leading crypto
donation solution connecting trades and investors to non-profits, and actively promotes crypto
philanthropy to make a positive impact in the world. Bradley Angle currently accepts over 50
cryptocurrencies. Donations to Bradley Angle can be made directly on its website
https://bradleyangle.org/give-support/donate/donate-crypto/
About Bradley Angle
Bradley Angle’s mission is to serve all people affected by domestic violence. We do this by
placing people experiencing, or at risk of, domestic violence at the center of our services and
providing them with safety, education, empowerment, healing, and hope. We were the first to
provide shelter and services to all gender identities or sexual orientations and continue to be
one of the few that does. We also offer a second culturally specific program for Black/African
American survivors called Healing Roots. This was expanded last year, to support children of
these survivors by addressing intergenerational trauma and abuse.
Learn more at https://bradleyangle.org/
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